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networkview displays port numbers for all
open ports for each device on the network.
port numbers are displayed using a text
string that contains a protocol name,
followed by an opening parenthesis, a port
number, a closing parenthesis, and then a
closing bracket. in the graphic in figure e,
you can see that there are no open ports
on the router because there is nothing
plugged into the port. networkview
displays a list of tcp/ip addresses when you
click the address icon on the top toolbar. in
figure f, you can see that there is one
tcp/ip address on the network that has a
port number. the port number can be
displayed as a text string or as a graphic
icon. networkview displays all tcp/ip and
mac addresses on the network when you
click the address icon on the top toolbar. in
figure h, you can see that there are no
tcp/ip or mac addresses on the network
because no devices are connected to the
network. networkview is a compact
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network discovery and management tool
for the win32 platform: in a few minutes, it
will discover all tcp/ip nodes and draw a full
graphical map (including routes) using dns,
mac addresses, snmp, wmi, netbios, and
tcp ports information. it can also poll the
network and send an email when nodes are
unreachable. with more than 11000 entries
in its snmp and mac addresses databases,
it can be used from a floppy disk. version
3.6 includes unspecified updates. to insert
a node from one networkview to another,
select the node in the first networkview by
clicking on it. then, right-click the second
networkview where you would like to use
the node. from the context menu, select
insert selected nodes. the node will now
appear in the second networkview (but
have not disappeared from the first).
multiple nodes can be selected (holding
the -key while clicking) and inserted into
another networkview.
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i have a number of clients that use the
microsoft dynamics crm software and have
their own database servers. i also have a
number of clients that use a third-party

crm system and have their data stored in
another database server. i use

networkview to view the data of these
clients. i can see their phone numbers,

mailing addresses, groups, etc. i can add
new nodes for the new clients and i can

drag my current view into a second view.
now i have a local view that i can use when
i am in the field. i can use this view for my
clients and i can share it with other people.

in my opinion networkview is the most
powerful application in the section

networking software. i am sure scott has
many other ideas for it and its excellent

interface and it has great ways to analyze
and sort information. it just doesn't have
enough features to compare with others
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programs. if you are looking for a program
that will help you analyze your network and
report all the information you need to keep
your network in shape and running like a
well oiled machine then networkview is a
must have tool. networkview is not just a

network diagram tool, it is a network
analysis tool, like a bread box that will feed
you up to the network technicians. it will be
the most effective tool you can buy to help
you monitor your network. networkview,
like a bread box, will keep you supplied
with the network's goods and keep your

network running smoothly. networkview is
a network manager that will monitor,

report, and analyze the network and then
generate a report that you can use to find

problems and make changes to your
network. it does this all in a user friendly

fashion. 5ec8ef588b
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